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How did Nazis remove Jewish influences? ( just some)

1933 –Hitler is appointed Chancellor of Germany                             
1933 -Jewish Lawyers banned from practice in Germany.                                   
1933 - Aryan & non Aryan children to have separate play                 
1933 – Mass boycott of Jewish shops.                                               
1935 -Jews excluded from choirs, orchestra’s                                             
1935 -race studies becomes part of the school curriculum and exam
1935 -Jews banned from going hiking in groups of more than 20.       
1935 - Nuremburg laws – Jews had their citizenship removed and                        
marriage and sexual relations between Germans and Jews illegal
1936:- Jews banned being vets, surgeons, doctorate and journalists 
1938 – Jewish passports have to be stamped with a J.   
1938 - Passports belonging to Jews whose emigration is undesirable 
are to be confiscated. – eg) members of political groups, journalists
1938 -Kristallnacht – Goebbels organised mass vandalism of Jewish 
homes, properties, synagogues and businesses. 20,000 Jews sent to
1939 – Jews not allowed out after 8pm
1939 -Jewish emigrants are not allowed to take their valuables . 
1939 -Jews removed from all medical professions.
1939 - Jews can be evicted from their homes without a reason. 

• Who was Leon Greenman, a British Jew?
• Married Else van Dam in 1935 & both moved to Holland
• Else cared for her 80 yr old gran & Leon commuted to London.
• 1940 – son Barney was born 
• March 1940 - Nazis invaded and occupied Holland 
• Jews subject to restrictions – eg. not allowed to work, wear star
• 1942 – Leon goes to collect their British passport from friends
• Discovers they destroyed it – visits British consulate for help
• Oct 1942- middle of night they are taken to Westerbork camp
• Jan 1943 – family are moved East to Auschwitz.
• Else & Barney are gassed immediately. 

What was the Jewish population of Europe in 1933?
Germany: Less than 0.75% of the German pop was Jewish. 500,000 
Majority of Jewish families were totally  assimilated, spoke German.
Jewish communities found in towns but mostly in large cities
They were reform Jews – not as traditional. Been here 1600 years.
Poland about 10% of the pop was Jews, around 3,300,000 people.
The Nazis occupied  Poland -1st Sept 1939 - until May 1945. 
Yiddish was their first language at home. Jews has been here 800 years
Most Jewish families here lived in small towns or shtetls
Jewish families were orthodox and quite traditional here – Ashkenazi
Norway: About 0.05% of the pop was Jewish – 1400 people
There had been a Jewish community here for 80 years
Young community, the 3 synagogues were named in Norwegian.   
Concentrated in 2 cities, most from E Europe. All were Ashkenazi or 
orthodox Jews.  
Greece: Approx 1.25% of the population were Jews, around 73,000. 
Jews had lived here for over 2,200 years
Ladino, Yevani, Italian and Greek were spoken by the Jews here. 
They were made up of Romainot Jews and Sephardi Jews

Key words 
Holocaust - the systematic murder of Europe's Jews by the 
Nazis and their collaborators during SWW – IWM definition
Shoah – A Hebrew word for the Holocaust.
Genocide -deliberate killing of a large group of people, 
especially those of a particular nation or ethnic group.
Aryan – Nazis used this word to describe their ideal race.
Ubermenschen – Nazis used this word for master race
Untermenschen – Nazis used this word for sub human race
Einsatzgruppen – mass murder by SS killing squads.

How did the Nazis persecute other groups?  Timeline:
1933 – sterilisation law – for those regarded disabled.
1934 – Gestapo order local police to draw up ‘pink lists’ of gay men.
1935 – Jehovah Witnesses sent to prison & concentration camps
1935 – Law against homosexuality widened to “appearing gay.”
1935-38- Roma forced into camps
1936 – Roma included in Nuremburg laws – lost citizenship
1936 – office for the suppression of the Gypsy nuisance – sterilisation
1936 – Office for combating abortion and homosexuality
1937-39 – persecution of gay men worsens – secret raids & no trial
1937 – sterilisation of black men
1939 – preparing for the genocide of the Poles – 1.8 million + victims
1939 – The euthanasia programme – 170,000 victims +
1939-40 –preparing for the deportation of the Roma – 30,000+
1940 –Roma deported out of Germany to Nazi occupied Poland
1940 – Himmler orders castration of gay men who have +1 partner
1941 – preparing for mass murder in the Soviet union
1941 – Mass murder of Roma – part of the Einsatzgruppen – 100,000 

men, women & children are shot dead into mass graves

1942-3 – 5007 Roma killed from ghetto conditions and death squads

1942 – Hitler orders all Roma to be sent to Auschwitz, surviving Roma are 

killed in the gas chambers on the night of 2-3 August. Croatian Fascists & 

Romanians collaborate in the persecution of the Roma, 1000s more victims.

1943 – SS begin extermination through work policy – Affects the Jewish, 

Roma, Ukrainian, Poles ,Czechs, homosexuals and Germans.

Jews were at the heart of early (20th European culture  
Marc Chagall was a leading artist
Ida Rubinstein was a  top ballerina and actress
Gustav Mahler –Europe’s leading music composer
Albert Einstein – World famous mathematician & 
scientist
Sigmund Freud – World famous Psychologist



Who were the victims of the Nazis vast 
operation of genocide?
Jews – An estimated 6 millions 
Soviet prisoners of war – over 3 million +
Soviet civilians – 2 million +
Polish civilians – over 1 million
Men, women and children with mental and 
physical deformities. 70,000-170,000
Gypsies – over 200,000
Political prisoners – unknown
Resistance fighters – unknown
Deportees – unknown
Homosexuals – Estimates are 15,000+
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What was the Holocaust?

Stages 1 1933-39     Nazi remove Jewish influences from society, eg. the 
Nuremburg laws removing their German citizenship & banning marriages & 
relationships with Jews.  Kristallnacht saw over 100 Jews killed in 1938.  By 1939 over 
half of the Jewish population in Germany have left. (250,000+)

Stage 2 1939 –The Nazi occupy Poland, where 10% of the population are 
Jews, over 3.3 million. They change their strategy. Jews are forced from their 
properties and moved into over 1000 ghettos across Eastern Europe, awaiting for a 
later move to a “reservation” which never happened.                                                           
Stage 3 1941- The Nazi invade the  Soviet Union – Hitler talks of removing 
“hostiles” –The  Einsatzgruppen killing squads of Jews and other groups deemed to be 
“subhuman” began on an industrial scale. It involved the SS with locals. About 1000 
men.  The victims were forced to build large pits before they met their fate. Between 
autumn and winter of 1941 – over 1 million Jews were victims of this. The Babi Yar
is just 1 massacre from many more.

Stage 4- - Autumn 1941 Top secret Operation Reinhard begins, managed by 20-35 
officers. The new weapon of terror was gas and the first death camps were created in 
wooded areas, away from towns.  Trains brought Jews from ghettos, they would be 
stripped and gassed in showers immediately after arrival. Over 1.7 million Polish 
Jews were murdered in camps like Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka. There was little 
evidence because there were no survivors. The ash from the crematoriums was used 
as fertilizer. Any records were from a few who escaped.  The Nazis flattened the land 
by 1944 and converted it to farm land.

Stage 5 – January 1942 – Heydrich organises the “Final Solution” at the Wannsee
conference in Berlin where the Nazis agree to the coordination of mass murder of 
Jews across Europe.  Many death & slave labour camps were set up, Auschwitz was 
the most notorious because over 1.1 million Jews were killed here.   Historian 
Christian Browning estimated  “In March 1942 – 80% of all those killed in the 
Holocaust were still alive, just 11 months later, February 1943 80% of them were 
already dead.  (over 4 million)  

What was life like in the Ghettos

Ghettos had to set up a Judenrat, a Jewish council that 
would be responsible for enforcing German orders. 
The largest ghetto was in Warsaw.  It was completed in Nov 
1940. The ghetto had 3 metres high wall with barbed wire. 
March 1941 – 445,000 inhabitants – a third of the cities 
population – in just 2.4 % of its area.  On average 15 people 
live in a small apartment. By 1941, 7 per room. These 
conditions lead to disease. Autumn 1941 - 900 cases of  
typhus – severe infection – fatal without antibiotics. Over 
140,000 died here of the poor living conditions.

The Lodz ghetto was the second largest in Poland. 
It was a huge labour camp and essential to Germany, 
making the Reich with garments, shoes and other 
necessary goods, particularly for the military. 
But the work conditions were excruciatingly cruel for the 
Jews. By the end of 1941, Jews from Austria, 
Czechoslovakia, Luxemburg and Germany were brought to 
Lodz, along with more than 5,000 Gypsies.  
In total, more than 200,000 people would pass through 
the Lodz ghetto.  Approximately 45,000 people died of 
starvation, cold and emaciation here. 

By 1942 ghettos began to be liquidized and their 
inhabitants were unknowingly forced into cattle                     
trucks  to death camps. When rumours leaked out  
uprisings did appear in the ghettos like Warsaw. 

How do we know about the Holocaust?
Many survivors have spoken of their 
memories.  The Nazis also documented a lot 
but many of  those who didn’t survive at 
great risk left records to ensure we would 
find out.
Emanuel Ringelblum – hid records 
underground in the Lodz ghetto.
Wladyslaw Szilpman – “The Pianist” wrote a 
book of his experience in Poland from 1939-
45. 
Ziggy Shipper – Auschwtiz survivor
Hannah Lewis – watched her Mum killed at 
Adampol concentration camp.

Internationalists historians argue that mass murder was planned 
from the beginning in 1933. Functionalist historians believe it was 
not planned and  developed as the Nazi advanced across Europe.


